Harry Potter film review – ANSWERS

Reading practice

Level 3
Have you seen any of the Harry Potter films? Practise your reading in
English with this film review.

Preparation
Match the words with the definitions.
to release

the story of a film, book, etc.

fantasy

all the actors in a film or play

the plot

to make something available so that the public can see it

an enemy
the cast
the setting
special effects
a critic

artificial images or visual tricks used in a film
someone whose job is to give their opinion about films, books, etc.
the place and time in which a story happens
a story in which the situations are magical or imaginary
someone who hates you and wants to hurt you
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1. Fill it in!
Complete the sentences.
set in

released in

loved by

used to

played by

based on

loved by

a. The Harry Potter films are
b. The films are

based on

c. The first Harry Potter film was
d. The main character, Harry, is
e. The films are
f.

books by JK Rowling.
released in

2001.

played by

set in

Different techniques were

children, teenagers and adults.

Daniel Radcliffe.

Hogwart’s School.
used to

create the special effects.

2. True or false?
Circle true or false for these sentences.
a.

The Harry Potter films are famous all over the world.

true

false

b.

There are six films in the series.

true

false

c.

Harry discovers that his parents were wizards when he’s 11.

true

false

d.

Harry’s best friend is Lord Voldemort.

true

false

e.

People who aren’t magic are called Muggles.

true

false

f.

The wizards’ favourite board game is called Quidditch.

true

false

g.

Hogwart’s School is in a castle.

true

false

h.

People who like adventure and magic won’t like the films.

true

false
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